FAASafety Team--FAAST presents:

Targets in the Sky - A SIMPLIFIED Approach to the Instrument Scan

T & Inverted V what’s that all about? Control and performance instrument scan can be simplified with proven techniques with flying by the numbers & targets in the sky which includes glass transition. This seminar promises to simplify your instrument scan with a different approach. Rusty scan or No scan, Targets in the sky is for you which includes a bonus simulator time opportunity.

**Directions:** *Drive: Exit 405 @ Sherman Way, "go West"--Left on Hayvenhurst Ave to 2nd-3 story bldg" on left. Left to bldg. rear for parking. Downstairs turn right. *Fly-In:*Park @ Signature (Possible Ramp Fees) Advise FBO Staff that you are attending a FAA Sponsored event.
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**Event Details**

Tue, Mar 10, 2015 - 19:00 PDT
Airport Center Building--'Downstairs Conf. Room'
7100 Hayvenhurst Ave
Van Nuys, CA 91406

Contact: Bob Crystal-Simulator & Instr. Trng Center
(818) 371-8653
IFRVNY@AOL.COM

Select #: WP0161142
FPM KARLA JEAN BORDEN
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A message from the National FAASTeam Manager

Invite a fellow pilot to the next WINGS Safety Seminar in your area.

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!

---

The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the “Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.